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.CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
1. PURPOSE AND SCOPE. 
~. This text provides guidance for the collection, 
production, and dissemination of quartermaster intelligence. 
It provides information on the application of quartermaster 
... intelligence. It indicates objectives and types of quarter-
master intelligence so that field collectors and producers 
... 
... 
• 
can furnish commanders quartermaster intelligence of immediate 
and long-range significance. It discusses and describes the 
organization and operation of quartermaster technical intelli-
gence detachments. 
!2.. Accepted Department of the Army procedures and 
techniques applicable to the px'oduction of intelligence, 
which are contained in other manuals, have been omitted 
here. Intelligence planning, for example, is covered in 
FM 30-5 while·overall responsibilities and organization for 
the production of technical intelligence are described in 
FM 30-16. It has been necessa17, however, to employ accepted 
terminology and to indicate baSic principles and policies in 
order to illustrate their application and adaptation to 
responsibilities peculiar to quartermaster service. 
2. MODIFICATION • 
~. This text reflects policy and procedures current 
at the time of preparation. Developments in tactical and 
technological fields and organizational changes in the Army 
will necessitate preparation of changes and modifications. 
Recommendations for corrections and changes should be for-
warded to the Commanding General, Fort Lee, Virginia, as 
outlined in AR 310-3. 
1 
Q.. The mater'ial Pttlsehtl'Jd llerein is applicable, 
unless otherwise indicated, to both atomic and nonatomic 
warfare. 
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C HA I'TI!lR 2 
QUARTERMASTER lNTELL:tGENciE RESPONSIBILITIES 
·3 • .. GENERAL •. Quartermaster intelligence responsibili-
ties are based upon the supply and service mission of the 
Corps •. Expressed in general terms,.quartermaster intelli-
genoe responsibilities areoenoerned with questions ef how 
olimate, terrain, and lecally available industrial reseurces, 
and ether consideratiens may affect the accemplishment of 
that missien.Expressed in more specific terms, quarter-
master intelligenoe respensibilities are develeped around 
the fellewing subject areas: Subsistence) clething) indi-
vidual equipment) petroleum; quartermaster general supplies, 
including quartermaster air-type eqUipment) and quarter-
master services, including laundry, bath, and graves regis-
tration. 
4. CATEnORIES. In each of the above areas ,. quarter-
master intelligence respensibilities may be divided into. 
three distinct. but interrelated categeries er fields of 
interest. 
~. Fereign areas intelligence. Quartermaster 
intelligence on foreign areas is concerned with these things 
agaihst which treeps and equipment must be pretected and 
with these .. things in the area that can be used in support 
• of military operations. Without such intelligenoe, the 
logistical planner is likely to. equip the soldier in an-
ticipatien of all emeI'genoies regardless ef the prebability 
of s1.loh emergencies occurring. Threugh the use ef quarter-
master intelligence en fereign areas, the planner is able 
ecenomically .to previde the seldier effective pretectien 
against these cenditiens that actually exist. 
3 
,. 
(1) " ,In detentlining theprotec tion required by 
troops, quart'Eirmaster inteJ.ligence is concerned primarily 
with terrain and climate data which effect computation'of 
clothing requirements or the selection of storage sites. 
(2) 'In determining locally available logistical 
support, quartermaster intelligence is concerned with the 
broad fields of--
Economics (food and agriculture, 
petroleum production, and capabilities of foreign leather, 
textile, and other industries). 
(R) Sociology (labor forces). 
(~) Government (agencies competent to 
administer civil aid). 
R. Foreign armies intelligence. Quartermaster 
intelligence interest in foreign armies is essentially the 
same whether the United States Army is preparing to support 
or to fight them. To quartermaster intelligence, foreign 
troops represent numbers of men to be fed and clothed. 
Whether they are allied troops or prisoners of war does not 
alter the existence of a supply requirement. When the 
United States enters into military pacts or agreement with 
foreign countries, a requirement usually exists for intel-
ligence on clothing size tariffs, food preferences, supply 
concepts, allowance scales, and similar data. 
(1) In accordance with the Geneva Convention, 
the theater commander is required to feed a prisoner of war 
as well as he would be fed by his own army. Accordingly, 
the quartermaster intelligence staff should maintain infor-
mation on enemy military menus and feeding standards so 
that subsistence planners can develop adequate prisoner of 
war ration scales. 
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(2) Quartermaster' intelligence .on P.otential 
enemy f.orc,es" als.o emables tactical c.ommanders,t.o.estimate 
enemy capabilities apd pr.obable c.ourses .of acti.on.' An 
example is the seemingly n.ontactical field .of laundry and 
bath .operati.ons. One .of the kn.own meth.ods .of dec.ontaminating 
s.oldiers and equipment after an at.omic .or nuclear attack is 
t.o bathe the s.oldiers and wash the equipment. The appearance 
.of new, well-equipped, highly m.obile laundry and bath units 
in the place .of .out-m.oded equipment might, c.onsequently, 
indicate that an army has an impr.oved capability t.o pr.otect 
itself against nuclear warfare. 
(3) Estimates .of pr.obable c.ourses .of enemy 
ac ti.on can be gained fr.om j.ntelligence .on the enemy I s l.ogis-
tical capabilities. The sudden presence .of increased petr.o-
leum st.ocks in ferward areas, f.or example, may indicate the 
~ imminence .of an attack. The value .of such intelligence is 
• 
reflected in German army eperatiens against S.oviet forces 
in World War II. In .one instance, German intelligence 
estimated that a given r.oad and rail cemplex was capable 
.of supP.orting a maximum .of feur enemy divisiens. The German 
Army suddenly feund itself cenfrented with ten .or m.ore 
enemy divisi.ons. This err.or was the result of the German 
c.omputatien .of S.oviet legis tical requirements based on 
German standards • 
~. Fereign materiel intelligence. The cellectien 
and examinati.on .of captured equipment invelves a c.ontinuing 
study .of quartermaster-type materiel .of f.oreign armies. 
This is a technical intelligence activity which is c.oncerned 
with the physical items themselves and with the basic and 
applied sciences which made the devel.opment .of the items 
P.ossible. Intelligence .on fereign materiel has as .one .of 
5 
its prim~ry 'objectives the ~xploitation of new ideas for 
the beneri t 'of' the United states Army.' A fuller discussion 
of technical intelligence appears elsewhere in this manual 
and in FM 30-16. 
• 
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CHAP~ER 3 
, 9R9~N):.ZATJ;ON , FOR QtJAl;lTER~(3TER:cN'),'ELLIG ENC E 
5. QUARTERMASTER IN'rELLIGENCE BRANCH: ' "The QuarteI'lllas ter 
Intelligence Branch is the staff intelligence element of the 
Office of The Quartermaster General. It is responsible for 
advising The Quartermaster General 'and all staff technical 
• divisions of the Office of The Quartermaster General on 
quarteI'lllaster intelligence matters; for maihtaining liaison 
with the Assistant Chief of Staff, Intelligence, on intelli-
gence activities affecting the Quartermaster Corps; and for 
• 
• 
• 
exercising staff supervj.sion over field intelligence activi-
ties of the Quartermaster Corps. 
6. QUARTERMASTER INrELLIGENCE AGENCY. The Quarter-
master Intelligence Agency is the prinCipal intelligence 
activity of the QuarteI'lllaster Corps. It prepares, maintains, 
and disseminates intelligence reports and studies necessary 
to fulfill the miSSions of the Quartermaster Corps and to 
meet intelligence reqUirements from Department 'of the Army, 
Department of Defense, and other government agencies. In 
accomplishing these functions, it--
~. Evaluates and interprets infol~mtion and pro-
duces intelligence" on foreign activities which parallel 
quarteI'lllaster functions and/or responsibilities, to include--
(1) DeSign, perfoI'lllance, manufacture, storage, 
maintenance, capabilities, and limitations of quartermaster-
type equipment. 
(2) Quartermaster-type'organizatlons, instal-
lations, doctrine, and techniques. 
(3) Operating characteristics, capabil1 ties, 
limitations, vulnerabilities, and military potential'of 
civilian facilities. 
7 
R. Exercises te~hhio~l supervision o~er the collec-
tion and use 'Of· <i.ua:rternitl~ter inteil1gence information in 
theaters of operation. 
~. Rrocesses and abstracts information from foreign 
equipment received from oversea theaters. 
~.Originates and processes collection requirements 
for quartermaster information and forwards them to appro-
priate quartermaster elements in theaters of operation. 
~. Prepares bibliographies concerning quartel~aster 
intelligence information. 
t. Assists in the training of quartermaster intel-
ligence personnel. 
7. LOGISTICAL COMMANDS. Quartermaster sections of 
logistical conunands normally include an intelligence element. 
The element carries out its assigned duties under the general 
• 
• 
• 
staff supervision of the coordinating staff section charged • 
with intelligence functions. This depends upon the type of 
logistical conunand organization as indicated in FM sL~-l. 
~. Similarly, the organization of the quartermaster 
intelligence element depends upon the mission of the conunand 
and its requirements for quartermaster intelligence. In 
general, however, the quartermaster intelligence element--
(1) Produces and maintains quartermaster in-
telligence reports and studies. 
(2) Acquires, produces, and maintains infonua-
tion and intelligence concerning foreign quartermaster-type 
materiel, installations, and facilities. 
(3) Provides technical supervision of quarter-
master intelligence personnel engaged in the collection, 
examination, and reporting of captured quartermaster-type 
8 
• 
• 
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• 
~. To accomplish theSe fun.ctions'lthe quar'ter'master 
intelligence element may be organized in, ,me, ofsev\"ral ways. 
In some instances, it may be best to combine aOme aspects of 
each. 
(1), The, element may be so organized (fig. 1) 
that each major' segment is responsible for' performing one of 
the phases ,of ,the intelligence cycle, that is direction, 
collection, processing, or use. 
(~) This type of organization has become 
traditional among 'intelligence agencies for'several reasons. 
It facilitates coordination and liaison between division 
chiefs and their counterparts in other agencies. The officer 
responsible for supervising the intelligence program can 
assure that each major aspect of the program gets the 
emphasis it requires. Through the establishment of a 
• separate collection element, the long-range importance of 
• 
this aspect can receive the special emphasis it merits. 
(R) This type organization is most desir-
able when intelligence functions must be identified sepa-
rately for purposes of program emphasis. 
Figure 1 . .. Example of a functionlll organization of a 
quartermaster intelligence staff (suggested). 
(2) The element may be organized into the 
segments or divisions illustrated in figure 2. When so 
9 
organized, eaohof the diltitd."r!~ is responsible for deteI'llli-
'. " 
nation of reqUirements, oolleotion, and prooeSSing in its 
respeotive field. The area analysis division, for example, 
would be ooncerned with intelligenoe required by quarter-
master planners for proposed operations in foreign areas. 
The military analysis division would be ooncerned with in-
• 
telligence on foreign aI'lllies. The equipment analysis division • 
would be concerned'with intelligence. on foreign materiel. 
Figure 2. ~uartermaster intelligence staff organized on 
misSion cate~ories (suggested). 
(3) 90mmodity arrangement. In an organization 
depicted as figure 3, there would be such divisions as 
clothing and equipage, petroleum, subSistence, and field 
service. Each division would be staffed with subject-matter 
specialists. A requirement for intelligence on a foreign 
tanker's unifoI'lll or a foreign utility unifoI'lll, for example, 
would be aSSigned to the clothing and equipage division. 
A requirement for intelligence on foreign rations would 
be assigned to the subsistence division. 
10 
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Figure ,3,·, ,'Quarte:1'mas tel' intelligence s taft" organized on' a 
>' ,commodity arrangement (suggested). 
(~) An advantage of both systems described 
above is that they unite all significant aspects of the in-
telligence cycle for one subject in the same organization, 
• thereby eliminating the split between collection and produc-
tion characteristic of the functional-type organization is 
avoided. Moreover, most quartermaster staffs are organized 
on a commodity basis, and thus liaison with these organiza-
• 
• 
tional elements. 
(11..) Either of the above methods of organi-
zation is most applioable when a quartermaster intelligence 
staff is responsible only for intelligence on a single 
foreign country or a small group of similar countries. 
(4) The quartermaster intelligence element 
may be organized regionally with referenoe to the oountries 
or areas of the world that represent the major intelligence 
interes ts of the staff (fig. ~). 
Figure 4. Quartermaster intelligence staff organized by 
region (suggested). 
11 
(§J . The regional organization has th" 
advantage of unitihg ail aspeots of the research process. 
It focuses the total research effort on a single regional 
" ,.'{ intelligence target. Moreover, when the organization is 
staffed with regional experts, the special knowledge possessed 
by this staff makes it of particular value to planners and 
operators who will be using the intelligence. 
• 
(~) The regional organization is applicable ... 
and preferable for a quartermaster intelligence staff with a 
worldwide responsibility or a responsibility for many basi~ 
cally dissimil~r countries. In a theater where all· quarter-
master intelligence requirements are focused on a single 
country or a small group of baSically similar countries, it 
is possible to organize the quartermaster intelligence staff 
on a subject matter basis and staff it with regional experts, 
thus preserving the best features of both types of organiza-
tions. 
8. FIELD ARMY QUARTERMASTER. The field army quarter-
master normally deSignates the branches or elements into 
which the quartermaster section, army headquarters (TOE 51-1), 
may be organized. This normally includes an intelligence 
element to supervise matters pertaining to quartermaster 
intelligence in accordance with policies enunciated by 
army G2. One of the principal activities of the army quar-
... 
... 
termaster intelligence element is to prepare information for ... 
quartermaster annexes to army G2 reports. In other respects, 
the element performs such intelligence functions as may be 
directed in consonance with FM 30-16. 
9. DIVISION QUARTERMASTER. The division quartermaster 
supervises quartermaster intelligence activities at division 
12 
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• 
level. His duties include the dissemihation of quartermaster 
intelligence in cohformance l'Iith division command policy and 
instruction. 
10. TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE DETACHMEN1'S. Quartermaster 
technical intelligence detachments (TID) are the principal 
quartermaster organizations used in the collection, evalua-
tion, and evacuation of foreign materiel. These detachments 
are organized under TOE 10-500. 
a. The mission of these detachments is to accom-
plish selective collection and initial examination, evalua-
tion, and classification of quartermaster-type materiel; 
exploit this materiel for intelligence value to theater and 
higher headquarters; and arrange for the evacuation of this 
materiel to the Quartermaster Intelligence Agency. These 
teams are normally assigned to the theater army headCjuar·l;ers 
and may be attached to subordinate headquarters s.s fal' fOl'ward 
• as division. Further details on training and operation of 
these teams appear in chapter 6. 
Q.. In some instances these detachments may be 
the only source of specially trained quartermaster intelli-
gence personnel available to a command. They are capable of 
aSSisting in all phases of qual'termaster intelligence, and 
may be used as a nucleus or cadre of an organization to 
supervise collection and/or production of quartermaster in-
• telligence. 
13 
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CHAPTER Lf 
QUARTERMASTER INTELLIGENCE OPERATION 
Sec.tion I 
NA'l'UREAND. PROCESS OF '.I'HE OPERATION., 
J.l • GENERAL. 
\ . . . 
§.. The need for quartermaster intelligence is 
continuous. Prepared in response to requirements, the 
character of the intelligence produced is constantly altered 
as significant changes occur in supply concepts or when major 
technological advances are achieved. One important quarter-
master intelligence requirement is for information on foreign 
• techniques of food processing. Research achievements in the 
irradiation of foods have i,enerated new intelligence roquire-
ments in this field. Likewise, problems arising from new 
concepts of army organization and supply and service opera-
• tions have modified quartermaster intelligence requirements 
so that information is required on how foreign armies are 
solving similar problems. 
• 
~. Modification of the collection plan is also 
necessary when supply 01' service problems occur. For example, 
in the North African campaign of World War II, abnormal de-
mand for boiler replacement was determined to be attributable 
to the use of unsuitable water in field laundry and bath 
eqUipment. Quartermaster intelligence requirements were 
modified to include data on brackishness and/or salinity of 
water in foreign areas. 
12. DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS. The intelligence 
process is peculiar in that much of the information sought 
is concealed by its possessors and must be found in indirect 
evidence and indications. Accordingly, intelligence research 
15 
consists to a large degree .in working with bits and pieces of 
information. Incompleteness 0:1.' information ·is normal. Prob-
able truth, rather thah cel:>tainty, is the common criterion. 
As a result, intelligence research is dominated by the con-
tinual evaluation of conclusions in light of new. information. 
~. This characteristic affects such diverse 
administrative aspects as: 
(1) Establishing filing systems designed to 
assure the logical association 01' related fragments of in-
formation with a minimum of cross indexes. 
(2) Planning for continual revision of in-
telligence studies to incorporate better or more recent in-
formation and the resulting reevaluation of conclusions. 
(3) Collecting information primarily on ele-
ments outside the control of the actual producing agency. 
~. The peculiarities mentioned above also require 
certain characteristic research techniques. 
(1) Each intelligence report must be evaluated, 
both as to credibility of source and reliability of informa-
tion. Except for special kinds of documentary information 
such as certain photographs, the original source of each 
intelligence report is a person. The information may be 
true and accurate. It may be a lie. The informant may have 
been mistaken or he may not, for one reason or another, have 
answered the precise question asked. 
(2) Collation is the systematic arrangement 
of all pieces of information in an orderly fashion and 
according to related subjects. As information flows through 
channels, it must be associated with related information in-
cluding any previous reports which it may supersede, supple-
ment, or contradict. 
16 
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13',' al'!:NERAt, 
Seoti.on II 
DJJ\ECTION, 
Directi.on is the beginning'andtn.e end 
.of the intel'ligence cycle, At the beginning, i tc.ompdses 
the determinati.on .of intelligence requirements, the'prepara-
ti.on of a c.o11ecti.on plan, and the issuance .of .orders and 
requests t.o c.o11ecti.on agencies, During the .other phases 
.of the intelligence cycle, it is the supervisi.on and guidance 
.of the c.o11ecti.on, pr.ocessing, and use that pr.ovides the 
impetus required t.o keep the cycle in c.onstant .operati.on. 
At the end, it assures that intelligence is disseminated to 
• c.ommanders and their staffs in time to be .of use, 
14, DETERMINATION OF' REQUlRErI!EN~'S. One of the most 
imp.ortant functions .of a quartermaster intelligence staff is 
the determinati.on .of requirements. Requirements must be 
... established ,as far in advance as p.ossib1e, T.o d.o this, c1.ose 
1iais.on sh.ou1d be maintained with the planning elements .of 
the headquarters se that their intelligence reqUirements can 
be anticipated. The legis tical missien .of the Quartermaster 
C.orps is the basic determinant .of quartermaster intelligence 
requirements, If, fer example, the quartermaster intelli-
gence .officer is aware that a need will exist f.or extensive 
civil affairs,.nrl;;H Ii S g§\<ellllile~ aSSistance, he sh.ou1d se 
• 
direct the c.o11ecti.on effert that he can pr.ovide maximum in-
fermati.on en needs and res.ources .of 1eca1 p.opu1atiens. 
Similarly, he sh.ou1d direct the c.ol1ectien effert t.oward 
previding inf.ormati.on .on anticipated quartermaster supply 
and seJ:'Vice needs for supp.ort .of allied tr.oeps and priseners 
.of war, Chapter 5 contains sample inf.ormati.on pertaining t.o 
the determinatien,ef requirements by a quartermaster intelli-
gence staff, 
17 
15. PREPARATION OF A STATEMENT 01' IN'rEREST. As in-
telligence requirements 8.l'e def'in"dj refined, and modified, 
these data are incorporated into a Statemont ,of Intelligence 
Interest. This statement serves as a basis for planning by 
, , , 
the intelligence staff itself. It is used in the formulation 
of collection requests to the field. It is used also in the 
formulation of outlines for proposed intelligence studies. 
It is distributed to all field collectors of intelligence 
to whom it serves as a basic medium for overall quartermaster 
intelligence collection guidance. 
Section III 
COLLECTION 
16. COLLECTION PLANNING. 
~. Objectiv~. The collection planning objective 
• 
of a quartermaster intelligence staff is to rr.aintain a con- • 
tinuing state of knowledge in all fields of quartermaster 
interest for all countries and areas of the world. The 
basic tool used in planning for this objective is the State-
ment of Interest. 
~. Collection directive. Collection directives 
must give not only a list of requirements fOl' collection 
but also the best guidance possible regarding technical 
background, local leads, and suggested sources of informa-
tion. They should avoid broad general requirements and 
should indicate, instead, what is currently known, how the 
information was secured, and date of the information. They 
should provide a specific 'lis t of items which need confirma-
tion, and it shoUld indicate supplementary information needed 
to complete the intelligence picture. The quality of informa-
tion obtained depends upon the adequacy of the direction and 
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• 
• 
• 
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• 
guidance provided b;y the quartermaster intelligence staff. 
Collection guidance and requirements are set forth by means 
of various colleqtion instruments.: Follow-up is essentj.al 
to insu,re that info,rmation is received in .till1e t.o produce 
the required int,,,,lligence. As part of this foll'ow;.up, collec-
tion and eValuation are expedited and, as new lines of in-
quiry are suggested by information received, requirements 
may be revised or modified. 
(1) Deterioration or destruction of roads 
suitable for wheeled vehicles may, for example, create a 
need for quarte.rmaster remount sUPl?ort. In such instance:\-
MIW "Be. /?eq I) iRe d 10 
the quartermaster intelligence OfficerAm~ proville informa-
tion on local availability of draft animals, number and cost 
of such animals, trading centers, size of animals in relation 
to United States Army remount eqUipment, predominant color of 
animals from the standpoint of camouflage considerations,~he 
hardiness and physical endurance of the animals, and local 
availability and capacities of carts and wagons. 
(2) Q.uartermaster laundry and bath services 
are regarded as essential quartermaster services. The common 
objective of these services is to aid in maintaining the 
health and morale of troops. Under conditions of atomic, 
biological, chemical, and radiological warfare, these serv-
ices assume even more importance as the principal means of 
• decontaminating personnel and clothing. Consequently, in-
creased emphasis and direction must be placed on quarter-
master intelligence dealing with these subjects. 
£. Collection priorities. Collection planning 
must have a system of priorities. Some information is vital, 
some is useful, and some is merely "nice to know". Factors 
affecting these priorities are determined by the intelligence 
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staff, using as abas1s thtl production schedule which is 
prepared as far in advahce aa practicable. 
(1) if it. is known,for example, that petro-
leum facilities studies will be prepared on six countries 
over a period of years, the collection planner will incor-
porate these requirements in his plan. But the planner may 
also decide, inasmuch as information is being collected on 
• 
petroleum facilities, to take advantage of this activity by • 
programming a collection requirement for infor'nlation on one 
or more related subject matter areas in the same countries. 
(2) Unusual temporary advantages for collec-
tion are also taken into account in the plan. Consequently, 
if collection opportunities are especially lucrative because 
of a country's favorable attitude toward the United States, 
these advantages will be considered. 
17. SOURCES OF INFOHMATION. A source of information 
is a person, thing, or activity from which desired information 
is obtained. They may be open or closed. Details on sources 
of information are contained in FM 30-16 and other pertinent 
Department of the Army publications listed in appendix I. 
18. COLLECTION AGENCIES. A collection agency is a 
person, unit, organization, or instrumentality which acquires 
information by research, observation, interrogation, or other 
exp10i tation of a source. Collection agencies l.ndicated in 
• 
• 
these paragraphs are those used by quartermaster intelligence .. 
personnel, and include--
~. Intelligence specialists, such as prisoner-
of-war interrogators and military intelligence interpreters, 
whose normal duties are devoted. primarily to intelligence 
functions. 
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• 
:e.. Troops in conib'at, who are among the first 
to encounter new or mod1fiedcaptured mater,j;.~l • .; 
Q •. Other specialized agencies,. such as, army 
attaches. Such attaches are senior military representa-
tive.s of th" Chief of Staff, Unicted States Army, .in the 
countries to which they are accredited. They are respon-
• sible for collecting and reporting information and intelli-
gence, including technical intelligence, as directed by the 
Assistant Chief of Staff for Intelligence, Department of the 
Army. The quartermaster intelligence staff must be prepared 
• to provide detailed guidance when collection requirements 
are placed upon attaches. T.his may be done by means of--
(1) Pre-assignment.intelligence briefings, 
conSisting of an orientation on current quartermaster in-
• 
• 
telligence interests and objectives. 
(2) A quartermaster intelligence collection 
and guidance brochure for the area to which the attache 
designate is to be assigned. This brochure may include a 
statement of the present status of quartermaster knowledge 
and detailed quartermaster stUdies on the area, a list of 
intelligence project studies scheduled to be made on the 
area, and other 8pecific guidance. 
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Section IV 
PRODUCT!ON 
19. GENERAL. Production is the step i~herebYinforina­
tion is converted into intelligence. It consists of the 
following operaUons: 
~.Recording. Recording involves reducing infor-
matiori to writing or to graphic form and the grouping together 
• 
of related items of information to facilitate evaluation and • 
interpretation. 
J?. Evaluation. Evaluation is the examination of 
information to determine its pertinence, the reliability of 
tho source and the reporting agency, and the credibility of 
the infol"lnation. Evaluation involves collating or system-
atically arranging all pieces of information in an orderly 
fashion according to related subjects. 'l'his process must be 
carried on continuously. As information flO\~s through chan-
nels, it must be associated with related information includ-
ing any previous reports which itmay supersede, supplement, 
or contradict. 
(1) The intelligence officer who evaluates an 
item of information must have a sound and comprehensive 
knowledge of the area and the subject being evaluated. Data 
collected must be evaluated and interpreted on the basis of 
date and source of information, degree of coverage, and re-
liability of source. Identical information from the same 
source may be reported in different ways. The information 
may be false, or it may appear to be confirmed by multiple 
reports. A relatively unreliable agency may have access to 
accurate information. A usually reliable agency may inad-
vertently report erroneous information. 
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• 
• 
• 
• (2) The quartermaster intelligence officer 
must have .. a thorough understnnding:. ofqunrtermaster opera-
tions and be nWare of the differences thate"iaj; ,in these 
operations· among armies of the world. For. e"ample,' assume 
that a study is being produced on the quartermaster service 
of a foreign army i The officer could malw a completely mis-
leading estimate. of that service if he based his estimate on 
• Uni ted States standards. The quartermaster service in an 
army is normally a direct reflection of the national stand-
ard of living of the country concerned. Thus, an analysis 
of the quartermaster service in a foreign army must be 
• 
• 
based on this standard. Foreign army solutions to such 
quartermaster problems as environmental protection may ap-
pear inferior when judged by American standards. HO\;ever, 
when judged by the standards of the army for which they Vlere 
developed, they may be superior and highly effective. 
~. Interpretation. Interpretation is the analysis 
of evaluated information and its integration with what is 
already known to determine its significance. 
20, INTELLIGENCE STUDIES. 
~. Purpose. The need for an intelligence study 
is normally not recognized unti~ a certain amount of intel-
ligence has been produced on an area .or subject. Most in-
telligence studies are produced in response to a specific re-
• quirement. Whenever possible needs must be ascertained in ad-
vance and a follow-up system established to assure that the 
study produced satisfies the requirement. 
(1) Determining requirements may be regarded 
as a mutual assistance program. The intelligence customer 
must outline his requirements and the intelligence staff 
must advise him as to the particular intelligence that can 
be provided, and assist him in solving individual problems. 
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The intelligenoe.staff must also keep abreast of ourrent op-
erations alld developments in the bff:1.ce it serves, identify-
ing new project:s that will gt'lherate·intell1ri;enc·e requirements 
and pointing out to the customer how the intelligence staff 
can help •. 
(~) Although the planner is only one of 
the customers. for quartermaster intelligenoe, he is the person 
for whom most operational intelligence studies are produced. 
For this reason, the olosest possible liaison should be main-
tained between the intelligence officer and the planner for 
whom he is produoing intelligence. It is important that the 
intelligence officer have a keen awareness of the distinction 
between the planning and intelligenoe functions. 
(Q) The primary objective of an intelli-
genoe study is to provide information and intelligence that 
will enable the planner to develop sound plans. The intelli-
gence study should present faots and an interpretation of 
these facts. It should not attempt to indioate the course 
of aotion to be followed. For example, if an intelligence 
study reports that the alluvial plains of a certain river are 
subject to seasonal flooding and, that for several months 
of the year, supplies stored in the area would be subJeot to 
damage, it would be providing useful intelligence. It would 
not be appropriate for an intelUgence study to conclude that 
this alluvial area must not be used as a storage site. 
(2) Intelligence is a perishable commodity. 
If intelligenoe is produced after the time it is needed, it 
is of little value. The intelligence analyst must learn to 
make his estimate based on all available facts and within a 
prescribed time limit. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
.£. Maintenance. Maintenance, is the process of 
keeping a study current. Two types of quartermaster intelli-
gence studi,es, ,which requixie maintenance are,: 
(1) Equipment studies. Equipment studies are 
catalog-type, loose-leaf, page-for-item manuals.. "As new 
equipment .items are reported, or as nevI information is re-
ceived ,on previously reported items, new pages are pr",pared, 
published, and disseminated. 
,,(2), Studies produced in advance of a need. A 
typical study produced in advance ofa need is an,analysis of 
intelligence factors ,affecting possible quartermaster opera-
tions in an area vital to a projeoted war plan. The original 
study is producec,1 for lone-range planning pur'poses. At the 
time the area aotually beoomes operational, the study is re-
vised to refleot new information so that it oan be used for 
direct operational planning. Continuous maintenance is not 
• performed on this type of study. The scope and format of 
the study, however, is planned so as to facilitate speedy 
revision. 
• 
Seotion V 
DISSEMINATION 
21. GENERAL. Intelligenoe is disseminated within the 
headquarters whioh produces it and to commanders and staff 
officers at higher, lower, and lateral echelons to assist 
them in making deoisions, preparing ,estimates of the situa-
tion, formulating plans, and conducting operations. This 
phase of the intelligence cycle involves the development Df 
dissemination media, working out distribution formulas for 
each type publication, and developing oral briefing programs. 
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It also includes maintenance of mailing lists, establishing 
control procedures, foX' the tX'ansmissioh of classified mate-
rial, storage Of PUblic~tions, and related cler~cal and ad-0', 
ministrative matters. 
22. MEDIA. Generally, the manner in which quartermaster 
intelligence is disseminated depends upon the size and mis-
sion of the quartermaster intelligence staff. National In-
telligence Survey (NIS) programs are the most important media 
for the dissemination of strategic intelligence. At the 
technical service level, the Quartermaster Intelligence Branch, 
OQMG, disseminates quartermaster intelligence by means of--
~. Logistical intelligence summaries (LIS). Logis-
tical intelligence summar~.es normally deal with the following 
subjects: 
(1) Analyses of the effects of weather and 
terrain on quartermaster operations. 
(2) Analyses of foreign qUal'termaster-type 
installations which might be needed as storage facilities, 
textile plants, food processing factories, laundry and dry-
cleaning establishments, etc. 
(3) Analyses of foreign agricultural produc-
tion. 
(11) Analyses of foreign populations for po-
tential labor sources for army installations and potential 
• 
• 
• 
• 
requirements for civil affairs-military government supplies. • 
2.. Foreign army quartermaster pamphlets. Foreign 
army quartermaster pamphlets are analyses of quartennaster 
supply and service, organization, and operating techniques 
of important foreign armies. Each pamphlet deals with one 
foreign army. 
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• 
• 
• 
£. Clothing and equipage handbool{. The clothing 
and equipage handbook is a catalog-type study showing the 
manufacturing details cf clothing and equipage. It also con-
tains detailed data on clothing size tal'iffs, weight, special 
finishes and characteristics, and the normal basis of issue. 
The clothing and equipage handbook is used extensively by 
quartermaster technical intelligence detachments as a guide 
in determining whether equipment is new, a modification of 
old equipment, or whether it has been pl'eviously reported. 
d. Special studies. Special studies are prepared 
for specific purposes when the intelligence desired is no'(; 
contained in an existing publication. Requil'cments fop 
these studies may be in1tlated by any agency within the 
Quartermaster Corps. Studies produced in the field fop op-
erational purposes should be primarily extensions of finished 
studies such as the NIS and LIS. These studies normally will 
merely brlng the NIS up-to-date and slant it toward the spe-
c11'ic operation. Extensive use should be made of the NIS 
in the preparation of such studies. 
(1) A determination should be made as to 
whether a previously published study would fulfl11 this re-
quirement. If the intelligence officer anticipates his re-
quirements far enough in advance, he can request, through 
channels, that the Qual'termaster In·telligence Agency pl'oduce 
• a study of the type he requires. 
(2) There will be instances when it is neces-
sary to disseminate information which has not been evaluated. 
There is a certain amount of inherent danger in the dissemi-
nation of unevaluated lntelligence information. For this 
reason, every effort should be made to process information 
into intelligence before including it in a study. 
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• CHAPTER 5 
UTILIZATION OF QUAH'rERMAS'riER INTELDlGENCE 
, , 
23. ,G~ERAL., The value.of quartermaster, intelligence 
is, in ,the riI).al analysis,the role :l.t'Pla;s in providing a 
complete picture of quartermaster operations and organization 
in foreign armies. The logj.stical use of quartermaster intel-
ligence is therefore concerned with how conquerable supplies 
... and services are provided w1der different military systems. 
The paragraphs which follow indicate general ways in which 
quartermaster intelligence may be utilized. They are to serve 
as guides only and should not be regarded as restrictive 01' 
... all-inclusive. They must be adopted under varying criteria 
to specific situations. ',;hile the tactical uses of quarter-
mastel' intelligence are not as apparent as the logis'~ical, 
they are none the less a vital part of the complete intelli-
... 
... 
gence picture of an enemy. Examples of such application also 
appeal' below. 
24. CLASS I SUPPLY AND FOOD SERVICE. 
!!.. Temperature data. Intelligence data on tempera-
ture may be used to: 
(1) Determine storage life of nonperishable 
subsistence to be stored in the open. 
(2) Anticipate the effect of freezing and 
thawing on Bubsistence to be stored in the open • 
(3) Plan menus and requirements for special-
purpose operatiOnal rations. 
b. Local procurement data. Data on the avail-
ability of locally procurable foodstuffs may include,such in-
formation as types and amounts of commodities available, spe-
cial health precautions, marketing seasons and dates, marketing 
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centers, relationship of crop areas to probable combat zones, 
and related V\liherabii:l.ty 'df crops. ' '1'his may be used for 
such purposes as supplementation of the B ration. , 
£.' Local production data. Local production data 
may be,used to' determine the capability of local processing 
industry to'furnish packaged subsistence. Data on local pro-
duction should include such information as ability to meet 
United States specifications, acceptability of product to 
United States,troops, and the production capabilities by 
product. 
d. Local soil data. Local soil data may be used 
to determine the necessity and feasibility of establishing 
hydroponic farms. Because methods of soil fertilization in 
several countries are unacceptable by American standards, it 
may be necessary to provide combat forces fresh produce through 
hydroponic methods. 
~. Local food service facilities data. Data on 
the availability of local food service facilities may in-
clude the number and size of bakeries, pastry shops, restau-
rants, cafeterias, ice plants, ice cream shops, milk plants, 
hotels, and meat markets. Such data may be used to alleviate 
burdens on the supply system. The facilities enumerated are 
very useful for rest center operations, hospitals, and rear 
area activities. 
£. Local dietary data. Dietary habits of the 
civilian population may prove valuable in the event it be-
comes necessary to furnish subsistence for non-United States 
personnel. Intelligence data on local dietary habits should 
include an understanding of the home facilities for the prep-
aration of food in the event that general non-United States 
personnel feeding should become the responsibility of the 
United States Army. 
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25. CLASS II AND IV SUPPLIES, 
!!.. Temperature, and, pre cHi tution data. Intelli-
gence data on temperature and precipitation may be ,used to 
determine: 
:: (1) ,Clothing assemblies and: items 1:;p be issued. 
" (2) Dates for seasonal changeover of uniforms. 
(3) Basis of requirements for special equip-
ment such as ice axes, pitpns, tentage, and sleeping bags. 
b. Hind and storm data. Intelligence data on winds 
and storms may be used for anticipating damage to tentage and 
for estimating seasonal at'critional rates. 
c.' 'Vegetation and surface data. Intelligence data 
on vegetation and surface ()onditions may be ulled to provide 
a basis for anticipating clothing attrition rates. 
~. Local housing data. Intelligence ,data on avail-
ability of local housing may be used as a basis for determinj.ng 
~ requirements for tentage. 
• 
£. Local production data. Intelligence data on 
the capability of local industry may include such information 
as: 
(1) The capability of local industry (mainly 
textile, leather, and light metal industries) to supplement 
the supply of quartermaster items. 
(2) The ability of local industry to modify 
quartermaster items for a particular urgent operational re-
quirement, such as the conversion of bed sheets into over-
white camouflage garments for winter operations. 
(3) The ability of local industry to provide 
reclamation and repair support to quartermaster operations. 
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26. CLASS III SUPPLY. 
~. 'Temperatuts dat~. Intelligence data on tempera-
ture may be used to aetermihe special requirements of vehicle 
fuels and lubricants. 
~. Terrain data. Inteiligence data on terrain 
may be used to determine rates of vehicular consumption of 
gasoline. 
c. Local facilities data. Intelligence data on 
local facilities may include: 
(1) Data on local availability of tank storage 
facilities such as capacity, location, and product stored. 
(2) Availability of pipeline facilities, in-
cluding trace of line, diameter of line, and pumping stabion 
data such as pressure and through-put capacity. 
(3) Tanker capability data to include water 
displacement by tankers, unloading faCilities, number of mani-
folds, and number of berths. 
(4) Number and size of barges (self-propelled 
or towed) and location of off-loading ports. 
(5) Tank car and tank truck loading facilities. 
(6) Filling station data such as location, 
size, and capability. 
(7) Analyses of petroleum products produced 
locally. 
27. SUPPLY OPERATIONS. 
~. Transportation facilities data. Intelligence 
data on transportation facilities may embody data on location 
and capabilities of railroads, highways, inland vlaterways, 
ports, and beaches. It may also include data on seasonal 
conditions of roads, such as washouts, landslides, road sur-
face conditions, and seasonal blocking of roads by snow. This 
information may be used to determine: 
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• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• (1) Probable location of main slipply routes, 
depot areas, and major qUartet'l'l1aster supply installations. 
(2) . capacities of tranSpOl"tation media for 
the movement of quartermaster supplies. 
Note. Although the determination of 8uch,matters as 
depot areas; main supply routes, and allocation of transporta-
tion capacities to the various technical services is the pre-
• rogative of the G4, first-hand and independent intellJ.gence of 
such special features of urban areas as those enumerated above 
will be of enOl~OUS value to the quarte~naster staff. 
• 
• 
• 
£. Local facilities data. IntellJ.gence data on 
locally available storage facilities such as grain elevators 
and cold-storage installations .includes such infot'l'l1ation as 
capacity in cubic feet, temperatures maintained in individual 
chambers, type of product stored, and covered warehouse space • 
.£.. Terrain and climate data. Intelligence data 
on terrain and climate includes such infot'l'l1ation as areas 
subject to seasonal flooding and infot'l'l1ation on seasonally 
wet surface conditions. This information may be used to de-
tel"mine: 
(1) Location of quartermaster supply points. 
(2) Special precautions necessary for supplies 
stored in the open, such as extra tarpaulin requirements or 
need for ventilation of stacks. 
~. Data on local population. Intelligence data 
on local population includes such information as numbers of 
workers available by skills pertinent to quartet'l'l1aster opera-
tions, interpreter requirements, estimates of individual pro-
ductivity, literacy rate of labor, work habits and customs, 
holidays, and siesta periods. This infol~ation may be used 
to detet'l'l1ine: 
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(1) Local availability of civilian labbr for 
supply handling,' 
(2) Wage scale of' lbnal labor, : 
(3) Special health precautitmsto be observed 
in employing' civilians as food handlers. 
~. Data'on local materials. The intelligence data 
on the local availability of supply-handll.ng materials may 
include such information as: 
(1) Timber suitable for dunnage or for the 
manufacture of pallets and similar equipment. 
(2) ForJ{lift trucks and other mechanical 
materials handling eqUipment. 
28. GRAVES REG ISTRNl'ION • 
a. Terrain data. Intelligence data on terrain 
may be used to determine areas generally suitable for ceme-
tery operations. Such information includes data on areas 
where the soil is generally at least six feet over bedrock, 
areas having good drainage, swampy areas or areas suscep-
tible to seasonal flooding, and steep or sharply sloping 
areas. It may also include data on so11 characteristics 
11hich will affect such matters, stability of grave walls, 
workability of so11 with handtools, and the extent to I'1hich 
stoniness of soil or presence of laterite will impede opera;.. 
tions. 
E.. Climatic data. Cl1mat,ic, intelligence (lata 
may include information on: 
(1) Temperature and humidity conditions that 
accelerate decomposition of remains. 
(2) Rainy seasons. 
(3) Winter conditions such as date of first 
freeze, depth of ground freeze, and need for special digging 
equipment. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• £. Local popuJ.ation.~. Intelligence data on 
local populations may include such information as : . 
. (1). tociu burial customs, health and religious 
regulations, and taboos having a bearj.ng on gi"uves registra-
tion operations • 
. (2) Location of civilian cemeteries as an aid 
to search and recovery teams in locating and recording iso-
~ lated graves of United States personnel who were buried by 
the civilian population. 
• 
• 
~. Enemy graves r~stration data. Intelligence 
data on enemy graves registration operations should include 
information to facilitate: 
(1) Recovery and identification of United 
States deceased personnel buried in enemy cenleteries. 
(2) Identification and burial of enemy dead 
in United States cemeteries. 
3 Inte1Jjgepce 
such information as seasonal mud conditions 
roads suitable for wheeled vehicle" 
This information 
reqUirements for 
remount support. on local 
such 
~ animals, trading 
saddle, from the 
conSiderations, the hardiness and physical 
the animals, and local availabl1it 
wagons. 
6JJ1. uJR-1<. 1)OG-S, 
Intelligenoe d!1,ta on war dogs may include such ~ information as the types of dogs available, the number of each 
type, and the kind and degree of training dogs are given. 
This'informat16n may be used to anticipate the' use to which 
native dogs may be put, either' for patrol, sentry, ·or other 
duty. It is important to know what types and numbers of dogs 
aI'e available in order that their serviceability. can be cal'.,. 
cUlated. It is important to know the type and degree of 
training dogs have been given in order that handlers may 
train or convert the dogs for United States military purposes 
without delay. 
30. LAUNDRY AND BATH OPERATIONS. 
~. Terrain and .o)ima,te data. ,Intelligence data on 
terrain and climate that may be used to: 
(1) Determine the availability of local sur~ 
face and ground water by area and by season. 
• 
• 
• 
(2) Anticipate the effect of quality of water • 
(brackishness, salinity, and hardness) on boiler attrition 
rates. 
(3) Anticipate requirements for heated shelters 
for clothing exchange, laundry, and bath installations in 
periods of cold weather. 
£. Local disease data. Intelligence data on lo-
cally prevalent diseases may be used to suggest: 
(1) Requirements for diSinfestation equipment • 
and supplies. 
(2) Special operational precautions against 
such water-borne diseases as schistosomiasis. 
(3) Requirements for ,such special equipment as 
duckboards to prevent such ground-contact diseases 'as hookworm. 
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£. Data on localfacilitl,es,' Intelligence data on 
loca} available facilities, 'should itlclude infonnation on laun-
dries and drycle~ning plants that can be used on a requisition 
or contract basis to supplement army equipment'. 
31. CIVIL, AFFAIRS SUPPLY OPERlI'l'IONS. 
".f ." 
£.. Local population data. Intelligence data on 
local populations may include such information as: 
(1) Density of the population for the deter-
mination of total requirements of civilian rolief supplies 
by subregion of the operational area. 
(2) Age and sex distl'1bution and birth rate 
data as a basis for determining gross clothing and food re-
quirements and for estimati.ng requirements 1'01' special condi-
tions such as supplemental mill, rations for infants, young 
children, pregnant women, and nursing mothers. 
(3) Local food preferences, relie;ious restric-
tions, taboos, normal caloric intake, and nutritional adequacy 
of civilian diet as a baSis for the development of a relief 
ration. 
(L~) Local commercial size tariffs as a basis 
for planning total clothing requirements by sizes. 
(5) Types of civilian clothing normally worn 
by the native population as a basis for determining types of 
clothing to be requisitioned. 
(6) Normal peacetime floUl' extraction rates as 
a basis for determining total requirements for bread grains. 
(7) Government machinery, such as ration books, 
allocation systems, and priorities for retail distribution of 
relief supplies as ": basis for planning the quartermaster sup-
'port to local governmental or civil affairs authorities. 
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b. Data on loca1,resources. Intell;l.gence data ort 
local resources may be used to determirte th~' extent to which 
oi vil ,aid supplies oan be procured locally and, the extent to 
which local fayilities can be used for the storage and han-
dling of civil aid supplies. Such data WOUld inc,lude the fol-
lowing information: 
(1), Local production of foodstuffs,telttlles, 
and other civil relief items. 
(2) Local storage facilities. 
(3) Availability of grain elevators in major 
ports to determine whether bread grain supplies can be shipped 
in bulk or shipload lots or ~lhether they shOUld be bagged 
prior to shipment. 
(4) The availability and capaoity of grain 
milling faoilities to dete:rmine whether b,'ead grain can be 
brought in as grain or as flour. 
32. PRISONERS OF WAR. Intelligenoe data on prisoners 
of war includes suoh info~nation as: 
~. Ration scales of enemy troops in order to pro- ' 
vide a basis for developing a prisoner-of-war ration scale 
consistent with the provisions of the Geneva Convention. 
b. Enemy.fooa preferences and customs in order to 
develop menus Which will have a maximum acceptability. 
o. Enemy size tariffs for planning total require-
ments of prisoner-or-war olo·thing by sizes. 
~. Looal availability of oomnercial dyeing facil-
ities for the oonversion of United States Army clothing items 
into prisoner-of-war uniforras. 
33. FRIENDLY ARMED FORCES. In preparation for supply 
of friendly armed foroes, qata should be available on the 
organization of the quarte~laster servioe in such forces in 
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• 
order to plan supply l:).aison and to dotEn'mine on what. basis 
quartermastol' supply doctrine must be altered' br modified in 
order to accommodate fOl'eign supply systems. In order .to 
effect this, intelligence data on friendly· armed ·forc08· should 
ind:t.cate the following information: 
a. Issue scales and supply procedures in order to 
determine the extent to which United States experience tables 
... and factors must be altered for planning supply support. 
• 
• 
• 
£.. Size tariff systems so that the impact of re-
supplying clothing to friendly foreign forces on total United 
States Army clothing supply computations can be anticipated. 
£.. Ration scales, food prefel'ences, and religious 
dietary restrictions to determine the e;[tent to which stand-
ard United States Army ration scales must be adjusted to ac-
commodate requirements peculiar to friendly foreiV1 forces. 
9.. Means of identification, burial customs, and 
graves registration procedures in use by friendly foreign 
forces for planning of graves registration support. 
34. AERIAL SUPPLY. 
i!:.. Terrain and clims.te data. Intelligence data 
on terrain and climate may be used to estimate: 
(1) Probable location of drop zones. 
(2) General suitability ancl probable rate of 
recovery of items dropped by the fpee-fall method. 
(3) Season of the year most favorable to 
aerial supply operations. 
(4) Effect of humidity conditions on para-
chute drying and packing operations. 
b. Local facilities data. Intelligence data on 
local facilities may include the location of air fields and 
related installations such as hangaps and other buildinGs for 
drying and repacking of parachutes. 
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35.' QUARTERMASTER INTELtiGENCE REQUiRED BY' TAC~'ICAL COM-
MANDERS. The quartemaster intelligence officel' is l'esponsible 
fOl'providing the taotical comnlander "with complete ,and current 
quartem!istel' intellil.gence on enemy hostile int'ent and immi-
nence of hostilities, new 'and improved enemy. :capabilities, 
and estimates of enemy logistical capabilities. Detailed 
discussions of these subjects appear in the classified supple-
• 
ment. The quartermaster intelligence officer is also respon- • 
sible for enemy order of battle identifications which are 
based on data concel'ning enemy uniforms, insignj,a, decol'a-
tions, and enemy ol'ganizational standal'ds and guidons. The 
qual'temaster intelUgence staff is l'esponsible fop maintain-
ing intelligence on these subjects and fOl' assisting G2 in 
making authol'itative detel'minations of ordel' of battle iden-
tifications. 
36. ANTIGUERRILLA OPERATIONS. The qual'temaster intel-
ligence staff is responsible for supplying information on the 
location, strength, and capability of local guerrilla forces 
which are a potential threat to quartermaster installations. 
If extensive guerrilla actions are common in the .command, 
the quartermaster intelligence staff.' should maintain a situa-
tion map on which data on the strength and location of enemy 
forces and the location of hostile incidents will be posted 
daily. The quartemaster should be briefed daily on the 
• 
• 
capabilities of guerrilla forces in relationship to the vul- • 
nerability of installations in the quartermaster system. 
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CHAP'rEll 6 . 
QUAR'l'ERMASTER ~'EC~ICAt :tNTELLIOENCEDETACHMENTS 
37. GENERAL. 
e.. Materiel exploitation is primarily an orderly 
sequ",nce of examinations of foreign equipment. Exploitation 
begins when the materiel is acquired. Exploitation is carried 
out in order to determine the immediate operational usefulness 
or tactical significance of the materiel. FUl"ther, through 
laboratory study of performance chal"acteristics and physical 
properties of the components of the materiel, intelligence 
research analysts can relate the sum of all the information 
• to questions of military capabilities, vulnerability, and 
technical and scientific ;:>:.'ogress of the country that devel-
oped the materiel. 
E.. Materiel exploitatj.on in a theater of opera-
• tions is performed to the e;:tent that facilities, personnel, 
and field conditions permit. Field exploitation will not 
normally replace the need for exploitation in the United 
States. Under ideal conditions, a quartermaster technical 
intelligence detachment (par. 10) operating in a theater may 
• 
collect, exploit, and evaluate materiel, and disseminate in-
telligence through technical and intelligence channels. But 
conditions in theaters of operations are rarely ideal; con-
sequently, materiel that cannot be fully exploited in the 
theater will be evacuated to the United States for complete 
exploitation. 
38. COMPOSITION. Each quartermaster technical intelli-
gence detachment consists of a technical intelligence coordi-
nating officer, who serves as detachment or team chief, and 
three enlisted personnel. The normal basis of allocation is 
four detachments per field army. One of these may be used, 
in 
if directed by the army quartermaster, to cool'dinate the ac-
tivities of ·1;he otl'ierteams operatirtgin more fOl'ward al'eas. 
~. The technical intelligence equipment specialist 
should be a qu~l1fied qual'termastel' equipment repainnan. The 
technical intelligence supply specialist shouid be a qualified 
quartermastel' supply specialist and, in addition, a light 
trucle.dl'ivel' and a still photogl'apher. 
£. The pl'incipal items of equipment include a 
l/Lf-ton b'ucle and tl'ailel', a still camel'a, and a command post 
tent. The enlisted pel'sonnel al'e armed with a 7.62-mm semi-
automatic l'ifle. The detachment chief is armed with a cali-
ber .45 pistol. 
39. TRAINING. Technical service responsibilities for 
providing training to technical intelligence personnel are 
set forth in FM 30-16. In addition, the Office of The Quar-
termaster General provides further training and intensive 
orientation of intelligence personnel prior to depal'ture to 
duty stations. The type, duration, and method of training 
quartermaster technical intelligence detachments depends upon 
a number of factors. \'ihenever possible, teams should be 
trained as complete units in anticipation of assignment to a 
specific theater of operations. It may be necessary, hm~ever, 
to conduct some portions of the training after assignment. 
Quartermaster technical intelligence responsibilities, sources 
and methods of collection, and value and importance of cap-
tured enemy materiel are among the basic subjects to which 
attention is normally devoted. Specialized training may cover 
such subjects as photography. 
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AR 10-5 
AR 310-3 
AR 320-50 
AR 380-5 
(c) AR 381-25 
(C) AR 381-220 
(C) SR 11-10-50 
SR 320-5-1 
SR 550-25-1 
DA Pam 310-1 
DA Pam 310-3 
DA Pam 310-11. 
DA Pam 310-5 
DA Pam 310-7 
DA Pam 320-1 
FM 19-40 
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intelligence interest. 
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6. The National Intelligence Survey (NIS) Program 
a. Origin. Experience during World War II 
demonstrated the urgent need for an intelligence program 
broad enough to embrace an exhaustive production of 
knowledge concerning 'che geographic, economic, scientific, 
socio-political, and military characteristics of every 
country in the world. In an effort to satisfy this need, 
the National Security Council issued a directive on 
13 January 1948establ1shing the National Intelligence 
Survey Program. The direc'cive stated that the " ••• NIS 
is a concise digest of basic intelligence required (1) by 
the Department of Defense for strategic planning and high 
level operational planning; and (2) by the Department of 
State for use in formulating and executing U. S. foreign 
policy ••• In general, the intelligence contained in NIS (1) 
is concerned with relatively permanent features and 
fundamental characteristics of a country, area, or broad 
special subject, and (2) covers such fields as the geo-
graphical, political, economic, military, scientific, and 
, sociological aspects of the broad special subject;." 
b. Broad Outlines of the Program. As a working basis 
for the NIS Program, 103 geographic areas have been set 
up '1;0 include all the known land areas on the globe. In 
addition, 5 o'ceanographic basic areas have been delineated 
to provide basic data on all sea areas. In practice, it 
has often become advisable to group adjacent political 
coun'tries into one NIS area, since many arbitrary political 
boundaries have little relation ,to such basic features 
as 'terrain, transportation, and even industry and soci-
ology. 
(1) For each NIS area, an encyclopedia of nine 
ch~pters is produced: 
Chapter I - Brief (a succinct presentation 
of the basic intelligence aspects of the NIS area as a 
whole) 
ca'l;ions 
Chapter II - Military Geography 
Chapter III - Transportation and Telecommuni-
Chapter IV - Sociological 
Chap'!;er V - Political 
Chapter VI - Economic 
Chapter VIII - Armed Forces 
Chap'!;er IX - Map and Chart Appraisal 
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(2) Certain topics involving more detail than 
would be inoluded .1n the general treatment of .the NIS 
itself are givenf'ull treatment in five supplements. The 
titles of the supplements are as follows: 
Supplement No. 1 - Ports and Naval Faoilities 
Supplement No. 2 - Air Faoilities 
Supplement No. 3 - Teleoommunications 
Supplement No. 4 - Urban Areas 
Supplement No. 5 - Petroleum. 
(3) The comprehensive nature of the NIS is 
indicated by the fact that the volumes dealing with a 
single country may occupy three linear feet on a library 
shelf, slightly less than is occupied by the Encyclopedia 
Britannica. 
(4) Eaoh departmental member of the intelligenoe 
community serves as chapter coordinator for one or more 
NIS chapters 0 The Depar·tment .of the Army is coord ina tor 
for chap·ters II, III. VIII" and IX. As each chapter con-
slsts of ·three or ,more sections, which cover specific 
subjects under the major chapl;er categories, the sections 
are prepared by t;he depar·!;ment having speCial competence. 
'l'he State, Department, for example, is coordinator 
for chapter VI. Section 61 of this chapter, which deals 
with food and agriculture, is produced by the Department 
of Agriculture; and to Section 64, which deals with manu-
facturing and construction, the Department of the Army 
contributes data on foreign capabilities to produce muni-
tions of war. In a similar manner, the Department of the 
Army is coordinator for chapter VIII, although the various 
service departments contribute sections on ground, air, 
and naval forces. Paragraph 36 of this supplement lists 
the sections to which the quartermaster intelligence 
staff contributes. 
* 
* .. '*,' * * * * • 
24. 'Colli'lctiori: Instruments 
~. Specific Requests for Information • 
. (1) A speoific request for information (SRI) calls 
, 
for information ljIoncerning ·one pavtioula:r ;1. tlern.", lio,J.s .. 
ideally suited to the needs of a short-re~It~::· 
may be fulfilled by a single remittance from a collection 
agenoy.The SRI may be sent out to any field collection 
agency, but it is normally sent to the United States 
attaohe'or military headquarters in the country which 
., .. 
possesses ,the information·desired. An SRI always specifies 
. . '.' 
a due date for compliance, normally 90 days, and is self-
canoeling at the end of one year. 
6 
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(2) To facilitate collection, directions in the 
SRI should be asspec1fic as possible, stating not only 
what is needed but why .it is needed. An SRI, for example, 
was once sent out to the attache in a foreign country 
requesting bread formulas used by the army of that country. 
The flour extraction rate of the bread was actually desired. 
The attache! responded by submitting loaves of baked bread 
to the intelligence agency. Since it was not possible to 
determine the extraction rate from the baked loaves of 
bread, it was necessary to send another SRI to the attache, 
stating the purpose for which the bread formulas were 
needed. 
(3) An SRI should be sent out only after it has 
been determined that the specific information desired is 
not available in the libraries of any other agency. An 
example of a properly executed SRI appears as figure 1". 
Figure 10. A sample Specific Request for Information 
(G2 Form 1) to an attache. 
b. Intelligence Collection Memoranda. The intelli-
gence collection memorandum (rCM) is a detailed long-
range guide to army field collection requirements as 
they pertain to one country or a group of countries. An 
reM deals with a group of items in one subject matter' 
field, such as arctic olothing. All rOM's are under the 
jurisdiction of and· publ1llllelLl~);::tbe"nsj;8'ta~9ieof:-:..o1' 
Staff, Intelligence (ACSr). They normally originate in 
a G2 el~ment •. A technical service may originate a 
separa'te' rOM; however, for its specific purposes. An 
example is·anIOM originated by the quartermaster 
intelligence staff and pertaining to airborne equipment 
of a specified foreign nation. Technical services may 
also be called upon to contribute to rOMi s • 
Q. Summary of Current Needs. 
(1) , The purpose of the· sUmmary of current 
needs (SOON) 1s to cover major intelligenoe gaps tha-t 
will be valid for a period of 18 months to two years. 
A SOeNis in effect for two years. Primarily a planning 
and management:documentb it covers all subjects for an 
area of countries designated by the ACSI. Eaoh count;ry 
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within an area is covered separately. Areas, ass'tip-
u1ated for the requirements of SOCN's are as follows: 
(a) Area 1. Soviet BloC. The Soviet-Bloc 
area includes Volume I, USSR; Volume II, European 
Satellites; and Volume III, Far Easte~'~0mmunist 
Countries. 
(b) 'Area 2. peripheral countries, 
Countries on the periphery of the Soviet-Bloc area are 
included 'in Volume I, Eastern Countries, and Volume II, 
Western Countries. 
(Q) Area 3. NATO countries. The NATO 
countries area includes all countries of the North Atlantic 
Treaty Organization. 
(d) Area 4. friendly and neu'l;;ral countries. 
This areaino1udes all friendly countries and neutral 
countries other than NATO and peripheral countrie'S. 
(2) SOeN's are filled by a series of three 
major requirements. ,J)'irst priority is known as "early 
warning prior to !f1,l!lJs'tili'l:;ies go. 'l'he seoond priori'!;y 
embraoes baok-up :1.nformation to support early warning 
intelligenoe such as order of bat'l;leintelligence and 
information required.for the production of short deadline 
intelligenoe projeots. The third priority which is 
normally assigned to quartermaster requirement covers 
continuing information necessary for basic intelligence 
studies suoh as national intelllgence surveys, handbooks, 
and brochures. 
d. Intelligence Collectlon Guide. The intelllgence 
colleotion gulde (ICG) is intended for nontechnioal as 
well as technloal oollectors. It contains the baslc re-
quirements for securing teohnlcal information. 
~. Comprehensive Eoonomio Reporting Program. The 
oomprehensive economic reporting program (CERP) is a 
guide for oolleoting and reporting eoonomio information. 
It is sent to State Department personnel. There is one 
CERP maintained for eaoh foreign oountry. Eaoh CERP 
remains in effeot for an indefinite Perlod of time, and 
reports are made to .the State Department periodioally, 
normally every four months. The quartermaster lntelll-
gencestaff.oontributes guidanoe and evaluation in matters 
ofa quartermaster interes·t suoh as petroleum, tex·tiles, 
leather,. footwear, food, and agrioulture. When CERPle 
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return from field agencies, they are submitted to the 
intelligence agencies of the technical services concerned 
for evaluation and refinement of each service's specific 
interests. The CERP's are returned to the State Depart-
ment. Each technical service also contributes to the 
annual summary of each CERP. 
* * * * * * * 
35. Classified Production Media 
~. NIS Contributions. The quartermaster intelli-
gence staff contributes the following information to the 
designated sections of the NISI 
(1) Weather and climate. To Section 23, a 
discussion of preCipitation, temperature, and other 
climatic data which have a significant effect on such 
logistical operations as computation of clothing supply 
reqUirements, open storage of supplies, and the providing 
of temporary shelter to troops. 
(2) Urban areas. To Section 25, detailed data 
on petroleum storage, cold storage, and warehouse faci1i-
ties in foreign areas. 
(3) Manufacturing and construction. To Section 64, 
information on the facilities in foreign countries for the 
production of certain QM-type supplies which become 
critical in time of mobilization. 
(11) Air, ground and naval weapons. '1'0 
Section 72, informa·t;ion on a fore:i.gn armyts organization 
for research and development in quartermaster-type 
fields, research installations, and basic research and 
development ·trends. 
(5) Ground forces. To Section 81, da·ta on 
quartermaster-type servioe units, speCial operations, 
training, . and logist;1cs of foreign armies. Also, exten-
sive information on the uniforms, insignia and decora-
tions, individual equipment, and quartermaster-'cype 
organizational equi.pment of foreign armies. 
b. Studies Produced for ACSI. The quartermas·ter 
:l.ntelligence staff contributes ·to the following Depart-
ment of the Army publ:i.cations as direoted: 
(1) Foreign Mill'tary Weapons and Eguipmen'l; 
¥andbook (Series Pl.. The Foreign Military Weapons and 
Equ:l.pment }landbook (figs. l~i and ii~) series deals with 
all weapons and organ:lzat;ional equipment in use by 
•. foreign ·!;roaps. Eacl1.technical serv:i.ce produoes volumes 
:i.n this series in consonance wl'Ch its logistical miSSion. 
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The quartermaster intelligenoe staff is responsible for 
produoing Volume VII, whioh deals with quartermaster 
organizational equipment. 
Figure 11. Sample page (front) from Foreign Military 
Weapons and Equi.pment Handbook 
(DA Pam 30-10-1) .• 
Figure 12. Sample page (baok) from Foreign Military 
Weapons and Equipment Handbook 
(DA Pam 30-10-10). 
(2) Ground Forces Handbook (Series A). To the 
Ground Forces HandboQk (Series A). the quartermaster 
i.ntelllgence staff contri.butes the chapter whioh deals 
wi'!;h uniforms. insignla, andindi.vi.dual equlpment. These 
ccmtr'lbutions usually canals'!; chiefly of full-color 
p1r,r!:;ures illustrating ic;roop wearing various standard-type 
13 
uniforms, color illustrations of grade and branch medals, 
and other heraldic devices. 
* * * * * * * 
38. Materiel Exploitation 
The coordination of all technical intelligence 
activities in the United states government is under the 
control of the Joint Technical Intelligence Subcommittee 
(JTIS) of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. The Assistant Chief 
of Staff, Intelligence, coordinates the collection and 
production of technical intelligence and the materiel 
exploitation program at the Department of the Army level. 
~. Purpose and Application. The purpose of ma-
teriel exploitation is to determine foreign military 
capabilities, the state of economic development in a 
foreign oountry, methods of negating effectiveness of. 
foreign materiel, and/or effective utilization of foreign 
materiel. 
(1) Foreign military capabilities. Materiel 
exploitation may yield valuable information concerning 
the military capability of a foreign country. For example, 
consider a hypothetical instance in which a foreign mili-
tary helmet is exploited and found to be made of a 
14 
u. s. S. R. UNCLASSIFIED 
a. Mobile Refrigerator (AR-5) 
(PccjJp""WpaTOp Ha Wacc" aDTOMOOIIJlII 3HC-5) 
(Refrigerator on chassis of ZI8-5 truck) 
~ .. 
.. \. 
(,' . 
. ~". 
',. 
The mobile refrigerator, AR-5, is mounted on 
the chassis of the 3.4-ton ZIS-5 truck. The body 
of this vehicle has been described in the intro-
duction to this section. 
Carcasses or quarters are hung on hooks on 
pulley carriages which travel on a rail suspended 
UNCLASSIFIED 
from the top of the body. Perishables in con-
tainers are also transported in this item. 
One AR-5 per regiment was the basis of issue 
during World War II. This unit is in use in the 
U. S. S. R. 
. fiGURE 11 SAMPLE PAGE (fRONT) fROM fOREIGN MILITARY WEAPONS AND EQUIPMENT 
HANDBOOK (DA PAM 30·10·1). 
UNCLASSIFIED u. s. S. R. 
a. Mobile Refrigerator (AR-5) 
RECOGNITION FEATURES 
2 OVERHEAD RAILS ICE-SALT COOLING DEVICE 
CHARACTERISTICS 
I. PHYSIOAL DATA: I. PHY8[QAL DATA-Oontlnued 
, Wel,bt (empty) .................................... 7,!)201be. Dlmenalolll (lnalde): 
(,ross) ••• __________ . ____ . _____________ . ___ . _ 1'.100 lbe. Len&tb .......... _____ •.• ________ .• __ •• __ • __ •••.• 8.7 n. 
Wldth. ______ • __ • __ . _____ ••. __ .. __ • ___ • _. _____ •• &,8 ft. 
Hellht. __ • __ ...... ___ . ______ .• _ •••• __ ....... ___ 6.1 ft. 
Moat books. ___ .. ___________ ,, ____ .. ______________ . 28. Dimensions (overllll): 
IAInlth. _. ____ . _ .. _ .. _. ___ •. __ . _____ " •• ___ . __ .. _ UI.21t. 
Wldth ••.••• __ .••.•..•.••.•.• _. ___________ . __ .. _ 7.2 ft. II. OAPAOITY _._. __ . __ ••••.•••. __ •• __ ..••• , .• , ••. __ . 4,180 Ib$. 
Helght. _____ .. ______ . ____ • ______ . ________ ._ .. __ 8.!J ft. III. OPERATING TEMPERATURE •.. ___________ • 36~ tG48" F. 
UNCLASSIFIED 
FIGURE 12. SAMPLE PAGE (BACK) FROM FOREIGN MILITARY WEAPONS· AND EQUIPMENT HANDBOOK 
(DA PAM 30·10·1). 
high-grade of steel. If the nation using the helmet had 
previously manufactured its helmets of inferior metals, 
this information would clearly indicate that the nation 
had increased its military capacity by developing its 
natural resources or by stock-piling critically needed 
materials. 
(2) State of economic development of a foreign 
country. Materiel exploitation may provide pertinent 
information on the eoonomic development of a foreign 
country. If, for example, exploitation of a winter gar-
ment should reveal that the garment is made of 100 percent 
virgin wool native to the country under examination, it 
would be an excellent indication that the wool industry 
of that nation was highly developed and that there is no 
need to rely on·imports of wool from other countries. 
(3) Me'thods of negating effec tiyeness of 
foreign materiel. If quartermaster exploitation of ma-
teriel should reveal that a potential enemy has developed 
equipment to frustrate possible United States Army action, 
the information would be used to develop a countermeasure. 
Assume that an enemy had developed clothing, treated with 
infrared camouflage elements. This information would be 
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sent to the appropriate technical service so that effec-
tive countermeasures could be devised. Again, if 
quartermaster in'celligence should discover body armor 
capable of withstanding a .30 caliber bullet at normal 
range, steps would be taken to undermine the effec'l;ive-
ness of such armor either by producing a weapon that 
would negate the effectiveness of the body armor or by 
altering field tactics. 
(4) Effective utilization of foreign materiel. 
Effective utilizatlon of foreign materiel will be a prlme 
consideration of the United States Army in any fut;ure 
military operations. A knowledge of the availability of 
pe'troleum products, for instance. which measure up to the 
United St;a tes Army specif'ica tions . would be invaluable 
should i1; ever become necessary for United states Forces 
to operate in a hostile count;ry where such petroleum was 
available. Similarly, foreign rations which are 
accep'!;able to American dietary standardsmW supplement 
or replace the regular ration supplied to United States 
Forces operating in a given area. 
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39. Exploitation in the Zone of the Interior 
a. When· the quartermasl;;er intelligence st,aff receives 
an item ·that requires laboratory exploitation, the ,Join·t 
Technical Intelligence Subcommittee is so notified. The 
JTIS publishes and distributes the information to other 
technical services. The technical services may request 
the quartermaster intelligence staff to have a particular 
experiment run on a specific item. The Corps of Engineers 
may. for example, request information concerning the 
infrared reflectance value of a garment. The Chemical 
Corps may request informat;ion as to the protec'!;,ive coat-
ing used in a particular garment. Upon receip·t; of 
requests for speicifio explOitation from o·ther technical 
services, the quaX'·!;I&rmast,er intelligence staff sends the 
i·!,ems p with the scope of eXplOitation desired, to the 
Research and Development Command. It is necessary that 
'"he quar~;ermasteX' in·1;(,lligence staff furnish ·the Researc.h 
and Development Command with such information regarding 
t;o.e ma·teriel t;o be ex.ploited as conditions of use, age. 
f1j1D.c·\;:!.ons. and eff'eGt:1.veness of items • 
. h •. J'(; i.s the r(·mponsi.bl1H;y of the quart'ermast·er 
i."l~$lligen¢e pers()nnel to inrmre ·that quartermaster 
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intelligence interests are served in materiel exploita-
tion. This is necessary because the interests of the 
Research and Development Command on a particular item 
may not correspond to those of the intelligence staff, 
and unless the necessity for a particular experiment is 
made clear, impor'tant information may go undiscovered. 
Q. Frequently, a particular item of quartermaster 
material may serve the divergent interests of both the 
quartermaster in'telligence staff and the Research and 
Development Command. A Viet Nam boot, for example, equipped 
with chain-mail embedded in the sole for protection against 
infectious barbs planted by the enemy was sent by the 
quartermaster intelligence staff to the Research and 
Development Command for analysis. The Research and Develop-
ment Command was extremely interested in the construction 
of the boot, but for reasons different from those of the 
intelligence staff. Research and Development personnel 
were interested in the boot as a protective device against 
land mines whereas the intelligence staff was interested 
in exploiting the boot for details of its construction. 
From this example. it may be seen that laboratory examina-
tion of an item may generate new intelligence requirements 
and necessitate further field collection and evaluation 
of materiel. 
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* * * * * * 
64. Quartermaster Intelligence Required by Tactical 
Commanders 
* 
a. Data on Enemy Hostile Intent and Imminence of 
Hostilities. The quartermasteJ;' intelligence officer is 
responsible for furnishing to G2 timely information on 
such items as the following which have significance of 
imminence and intent: 
(1) Enemy stock piles of pe'troleum in forward 
areas. 
(2) Issue of operational rations to troops in 
forward areas. 
(3) Issue of special equipment to troops which 
,.indicates a particular type of operation. Life pre-
servers, for example, may be an indicatlon of an impending 
amphibious operation. Arctic gear may indicate impending 
operations in a cold climate area. 
h. ' Data on New or Improyed Enemy Capability. The 
quartermaster intelligence officer has the responsibility 
of reporting to G2 the first appearance of such quartermaster-
type items as body armor, uniforms wi't;h special infrared 
camouflage properties, improved aerial supply equipment 
for heavy drop, new highly-mobile laundry and bath units 
which indicate .an approved defensive capability against 
a·toml.c attack, and all other quartermaster-·type develop-
ments which indicate that the enemy may have a new or 
improved combat capability. 
Q. Estimates of Enemy Logistical Capabilities. 
The quartermaster intelligence officer has the respon-
sibility of reporting to 02 estima·l;es of enemy logistical 
capabilities based upon such studies as an analysis of 
an enemy divisionis tonnage requirements for class I, 
class III, and quartermaster-type class II and IV supplies. 
* * 
;I. 
* * * * 
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ANNEX I 
TYPICAL TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE DETACHMENT OPERATIONS 
1. General 
Successful operations of any type technical intelli-
gence detachment depend upon the initiative and resource-
fulness of its personnel. Only minimum effectiveness 
can be achieved if a detachment waits for materiel or. 
information to be brought to it. Personnel must con-
tinuously coordinate with every possible source of in-
formation and be suffiCiently mobile to immediately 
exploit all potential "leads". During combat, situations 
are constantly arising which cannot always be antiCipated. 
Detachments should operate as far forward as permiSSible 
to take maximum advantage of any combat situation which 
may suddei'tJily. affom. opportunities for first-hand 
collection. Personnel must be capable of functioning 
separately and independently of each other in order to 
capitalize on unexpected collection opportunities. 
2. Situations 
The narrative discussions which follow, while in-
tended only as approximations of typical technical 
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intelligence detachment operations, emphasize the 
agg~'au'1venees 'and ini t1a t1 ve ·~'·iihOllld"SOiL~.,~~· 
niG'a11ntelligencedet'aahment operations. 
~. Combat Situation. The combat situation illus~ 
trates' the operation of a TOE~type detachment, which 
is normally the only type employed in a combat Situation. 
b. Peacetime Situation. The peacetime situation 
illustrates the operation of a TO-type detachment, which 
was originated expressly for that purpose in July 1955. 
Three examples of typical operations are included in 
the discussion of the TD-type detachment as th1s detach-
ment has a somewhat- brtli:'1derm1asion than·.'~e 'l'OErtype .. 
detachment. 
3. Combat Situation 
~. A TOE-type techn1cal intelligence detachment 
assigned to a corps learns that an offensive operation 
is planned. Intensive night patrolling has been ordered 
to probe enemy positions, eliminate outposts, and to 
take prisoners for questioning. The detachment com-
mander quickly arranges for the attachment of intelli-
gence personnel to separate divisions for maximum front 
coverage. 
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Q. Individual personnel make prior arrangements 
with division G2's '1;0 insure access to prisoner of war 
compounds for interroga'l;ion purposes if prisoners are 
taken, for attendance at; debriefings of friendly pa'!;rols. 
and for prompt examination of any captured ma'ceriel. 
Division G2's and, if permissible, forward 32 elements. 
are thoroughly br1.efed on priority requ:1.rements for 
possible further briefing of pat;rols. Personnel deploy 
as far forward as possible for maximum personal observa-
tion and contact. Under such conditions. personnel must 
insure that they are properly identified and that the 
reason for their presence is known 'I;hroughou't the area. 
Per~onnel mus1; make particular arrangements with: 
(1) Q,uartermas'l.;er organizational alemen'cs, in 
order to insure packing and evacuation of any materiel 
which maY,be captured, transmittal of technical channel 
copies of ner.:essary !'eports and photographs, and supply 
of class X clothing for possible exchange wi'en prisoners 
of war who may have un:Lf'orms of intelligence interest;. 
(2) The('~2 and 32 elements, in order to insure 
promp't examlna-l;:!,on and evacuation of capt;ured ma'1;61'1e1, 
and simultaneous reporting through command intelligence 
ohannels. 
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4. PeaceUme Sit;uation 
a. Example A. 
(1) The collec'bion section learns that a defector 
from East Germany is wearing a new kind of boot. A unit 
is dispa'bched "to int;errogate "the defector and to exchange 
United States Army shoes for the boo"ts. A detailed report 
and photographs of all facts obtained from 'bhe defector 
concerning 'the boots are forwarded 'co the analysis section. 
The boots and a copy of '!;he repor"t are forwarded direct 
from the collection section to the Office of The Quarter-
(3) Maximum use is made of cameras in photographing 
displays and particular equipment~" Descriptive broohures 
and literature of interest are collected. Moreover, per-
sonnel concentrate on visual observations to provide for 
optimum debriefing upon their return from the fair. 
(4) Detailed report with photographs and litera-
ture is dispatched to the Office of The Quartermaster 
General through technical channels at the same time a 
report is submitted to the command G2. 
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ANNEX II 
DETAILED STATEMENT OF 
QUARTERMASTER INTELLIGENCE ,INTEREST, 
, ' ';. Section 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1. Categories of Intelligence 
~. This annex defines quartermaster intelligence 
production responsibilities in two main 
(1) Basic intelligence. Basic 
categories t" 
'·1 
.' intelligence 
describes those fields of interest for which the Office 
of The Quartermaster General should be considered the 
'intelligence authority for the Federal Government. 
(2) Departmental intelligence. Departmental 
intelligence describes those fields of interest which, 
while they may be the basic responsibility of a non-Army 
agency, can most efficiently be interpreted in terms of 
army departmental intelligence requirements by the 
quartermaster intelligence staff. 
b. Beyond the basic and departmental intelligence 
categories, the quartermaster intelligence staff must 
reserve for itself the right to produce whatever staff 
intelligence the Office of The Quartermaster General may 
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require. This annex will spell out the precise nature 
of the staff intelligence only when it is necessary to 
describe the nature of staff intelligence in order to 
limit the definition of basic or departmental intelligence 
in a particular subject mat·ter field. 
2. Responsibilities 
a. Foreign Army Quartermaster Systems. 
(1) Basic intelligence. The Office of The 
Quartermaster General is responsible for produCing basic 
intelligence in all phases of foreign army activities that 
are parallel or, similar to the quartermaster activities 
of the United states Army. These activities are enumerated 
in Section 2 of this annex. 
(2) Departmental intelligence. The Office of 
The Quartermaster General is assigned the responsibility 
for producing certain types of departmental intelligence, 
particularly estimates of the logistical capabilities of 
TOE-type tactical elements of foreign armies and appraisals 
of combat efficiency of' foreign armies in terms of the 
effectiveness of their quartermaster-type support. 
b. Foreign Army Materiel. The Office of The Quart;er-
master General has responsibility for producing basic 
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and departmental intelligence on all it;ems of foreign 
army materiel that correspond to quartermaster items in 
the Uni't;ed S'l;ates Army. These items are enumera'bed in 
Section 3 of this annex. 
Q. Scientific Intelligence. The scientific intelli-
gence produc'!;i,on responsibilities of the Office of The 
Q,uar'cermaster General reflect its research and develop-
men-!; responsibilities and interests, which are enumerated 
in Section 4 of this annex. 
o g. Geographical Intelligence. The Office of The 
Quartermas'!;er General has certain responsibilities for 
reproduction of geographical staff intelligence. Typical 
of the staff intelligenoe produced in this field are 
stud:l.es predicting -the effects of weather and clima'ce, 
'!;er'ra:i.n, and transpor'!:;ation systems on quartermas'!;er 
operat:ions in a foreign area. Mater:l,el for quar'termaster 
s'!;ai"f' in'l;elligenee in this subject; matter field :i.s 
£'inished lntelli.g,~noe produced by the intelligence staff 
w:l.th 't;he basi.c reproduct:ton respons:i.bility. 
~. ~Qnom:i.ra and SOQiological Intelligence. Q,uar'!;er-
ma:~t~;r intelligence produo'!;ion responsibili'!;ies in 
ecoJ:l.om:tc and so<ciological i,ntelligence are elnumerated in 
Sec'1;:l.,on 5 of thls annex. 
Section~-' 
AREAS OF QUARTERMASTER INTERESTS 
PERTAINING TO FOREIGN QUARTERMASTER SYSTEMS 
3. Organization and Administration for Quartermaster 
Supply 
a. Tables of Qrganization and Equipment. 
b. Order of Battle. 
4. Calculation of Quartermaster-Type Supply Requirements 
5. Proourement of Quartermaster-Type Supplies 
6. Storage and Issue of Quartermaster-Type Supplies 
7. Maintenance Requirements and Allowances 
8. Depot Operations, Including Materiels Handling EqUip-
ment and Warehousing 
9. Rations, Menus, and Food Se,rvice 
J.D. Military Hydroponios 
11. Aerial Supply Teohniques and Capabilities 
12. Field Servioe Organizations 
13. Movement of Quartermaster-Type Supplies 
14. Remount and Animal Supply Systems 
15. Researoh and Development of Quartermaster-Type 
Materiel 
16. Quartermaster Schools, Personnel, and Unit Training 
for Quartermaster Ac,(;lvitles 
AREAS OF QUAHTEHMASTER INirEREST PERTAINING 
TO FOREIGN AHJYfl QUAHTERMASTER -TYPE MATERIEL 
17. Food 
18. Clothing 
19. Individual Equipment 
a. Helmet,s, Body Armor, and Armored Clothing. 
b. Webbing. 
c. cantwens. 
Q. Field Packs. 
f. Intrenching 0;;;'00113. 
g. Shel'l:;er-:E:a;,!"ves and Ponchos. 
20. Insignia" Decorations .. Flags. and Heraldic H;ems 
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c.' Bath. Sterilization. and Disinfecting Equipment. 
d. Butchery Equipment. 
e. Kitchen Equipment. 
f. Laundry and Cleaning Equipment. 
g. Materiels-Handling Equipment. 
h. Petroleum-Handling Equipment. 
i. Maintenance and Repair Equipment. 
j. Refrigeration Equipment. 
k. Remount Equipment. 
1. Tentage and Tent-Type Shelters. 
m. Heating Equipment. 
n. Carts. Wagons. and Sleds. 
Q. Graves Registration Equipment. 
2~. General Supplies 
23. Printing, Binding, and Duplicating Equipment 
24. Chemical and Plastic Items 
a. Insect1c1des. Insect Repellents. and Insect-
Repellent Agents for Clothing and Textiles. 
b. Germicides. Dis1nfectants. and Fumigants. 
Q. Rodenticides. Rodent Repellents. and Rodent 
Deterrents. 
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~. Fungicides and Fungus-Proofing Compounds and 
Mildew and Rust-Resistant Agents. 
!il.. Soaps, Detergents. and Cleaning Agents. 
f. Water Purification Tablets. 
g. Fuel Tablets. 
h. Pro'teetive Creams for Use Against Flashburn and 
Sunburn. 
Section ~ 
AREAS OF QUARTERMASTER SCIENTIFIC AND/OR 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT INTERESTS 
25. Food and Nutrit;ion 
a. Vitamins. 
b. Caloric Content;. 
Q.. Accept;abl11't;y:. Stability. Deterioration, 
Prooessing and Pat;lkaging. 
d. Standard and Special Purpose Rations. 
!il.. Menus.. Methgds and Standards of Preparat;ion 
and Servi,le. 
r'6 
'" . Cl()'!;hing and Footwear 
Service. 
b. Textile Processing and Engineering. 
Q. Clothing Design and Production Methods. 
d. l,eather Production Methods and Processes. 
e. Footwear Design and Production Methods. 
f. Pro'tective Clothing Such as Helmets. Body Armor. 
Al'.'lIIored Clothing, Camouflage. and Immersion Suits. 
27. Chemistry 
a. Insec'!;icid~s and Insect Repellents. 
b. Rodenl;icides and Rodent Repellents. 
Q. Fungicides and Fungus-Proofing Agents. 
d. Plastics. 
~. Elastic Tex'!;iles and Rubber~Like Substances. 
f. Paints and varnishes. 
g. Organio Finishes and Coating§.. 
h. Synthetic :B'ibem. 
i.Dyes and Dyestuffs • 
.;1. Cleaning Soltri;;l..ons and Syst,ems. 
k. Soaps and Detergents. 
1. 'I'ext;11es. 
m. Adheslves. 
,U. Personal EC!la ting Devi.()e,s. 
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Q. Ration Heat;ing Substances or Devices. 
Q. Prot;eotive Creams. 
28. Biology 
a. Applied Enyironmental Research. 
b. Mycology (the study of Fung!i. as Related to 
. Mil¢ta;rtyi\"Ma;i~.i_~iJl_"", 
, Q.. Entomologv (the Study of Insects), as Related 
to Repellents and Insecticides. 
d. Anthropometric Surveys (Size Tariffs). 
~. Decay of Food and Textiles. 
f. Physiological and Psyohological S'tress Imposed' 
by Environmental Extremes. 
29. Engineer1.ng 
,§". Petroleum. 
b. Light Metal and Steel Alloy Technology. 
Q,. Heat Transfer (Refrigeration and Insulation). 
d. Mechanical. 
e. Ins'!;rumenta'!;ion. 
f. Hydropon1·cs. 
Sec'tion 5 
AREAS OF QUARTERMAs'rER ECONOMIC AND 
SOCIOLOGICAL INTERESTS 
30. Food and Agricult;ure 
a. Basi,o Int;elligenee. 
products. 
(1) Food and processing industries. 
(gJ Loea'tion and description of plants. 
(b) Production and distribution. 
(£.) Sources of food and agricultural 
(d) Routes of food from source to consumer. 
(~) Amount of food produced in excess of 
minimum civilian requirements. 
(f) Trade. 
(g) Processes. 
(h) Syn'!;he'l;ic1 foods. 
(2) Work animals. 'lihe inter~s'l:; here deals with 
remount-'type an:l.mals and the:l.r ava:l.lability and eharacter-
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Q. Departmental Intelligence. This involves an 
evaluation of an area's agricultural development to 
determine the effect on agriculture of various assumed 
military situations. It also involves analysis of food 
resources and consumption practices for use in deter-
mining military government requirements. It involves 
studies in the fields of food and agriculture used by 
the Department of the Army in strategic planning or as 
part of strategic vulnerability studies of a country or 
area, including the United states. It involves also 
studies in the field of milUary hydroponics. 
31. Petroleum 
§,.. Basic Intelligence. With the exception of 
purely military considerations (Section 2 above), quarter-
master intelligence has no basic interest in petroleum. 
b. Departmental Intelligence. This involves sur-
veys on resources, production, refining, storage, and 
distribution of all types of products as related to mili-
tary needs. It also inVOlves detailed data on storage 
and distribution of pe'troleum produc'l;s and their relation 
to military poten't;ial and strategy. 
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32. storage Facilities 
~. Basic tntelligence. This involves data on such 
consideration as refrigerated storage (except railway 
refrigeration), location and description of storage, 
capacities and utilization of storage, and suitability 
for United States Army use. 
b. Departmental Intelligence. This involves such 
considerations as Army-wide studies on the subject of 
refrigerated storage. 
33. Textiles and Leather 
~. Scope of Interest. This involves studies of 
all aspects of cotton, wool, and synthetic fibers and 
textile industries; hard fiber industries as related to 
agriculture and fishing; clothing industries; leather and 
related raw materials; footwear and industrial leather 
industries. 
b. Basic Intelligence. This involves the extent 
to which establisl~ents within the above industries 
(~. above) could be adaptable to military production under 
United States standards and specifications. 
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Q. Departmental Intelligence. This involves s'tudies 
of the particular aspects of the industries that would 
affect strategic planning or be a fac-tor in -the vulnera-
bili-ty of a country or area. 
34. Miscellaneous Industries 
~. Basic Intelligence. This involves detailed 
studies on such indus'tries as dry cleaning and laundry 
indus'cries; food and petroleum containers and packing 
and crating materials; and the manufac'l;urerl3 of materiels 
handling eqUipment. 
b. Departmental Intelligence. This involves studies 
in the several fields as parts of strategic planning or 
vulnerability surveys. Examples of such fields are: 
supply aspects of 'the pulp and paper industry, especially 
as related to synthetic fibers, newsprint and paper; the 
machine indus"!;ry with regard to agricultural machines. 
hand tools , materials handling, and footwear and clothing 
fabrlcation machines; s'teel indus'try as regards tinpl~te 
used for food and petroleum containers; and glass and 
c,':Iramics as relat;ed to food and beverages. 
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